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INTRODUCTION 
Since the arrival of the first Thoroughbreds in Brazil in 1871, this breed has been kept 
exclusively for racing performance. Nevertheless, no scientific research aiming at knowing 
genetics trends of characters related to that performance has been conducted on this breed. 
Keeping up to date and evaluating these trends enables us not only to quantify genetic 
alteration of a given population about the years, but also to correct eventual deviation in the 
course of selection (Van Melis et al., 2001). 
Researches conducted in different countries demonstrate that Thoroughbred race finish time 
has kept the same for several decades (Cunningham, 1991 ; Langlois, 1980 ; Ricard et al., 
2000), that is, there haven’t been any improvements in the time of the animals that win the 
world’s most important races. Together with such findings, however, a considerable part of 
works on Thoroughbred indicates the existence of additive genetic variation for timing 
sufficient for genetic progresses higher than the ones presently reported (Ojala and Van Vleck, 
1981 ; Lee et al., 1995, 1996 ; Pöso and Ojala, 1997 ; Wiliamson et al., 1998). 
Several autors have been discussing the reasons for the little improvement genetic in  
Thoroughbred performance in races (Langlois, 1980 ; Cunningham, 1989, 1991 ; Ricard et al. 
2000) and reporting different hypotheses to explain them. Some of the commonest involve 
artificial selection inefficiency or its antagonism to the natural, environmental deterioration, 
exhausted additive genetic variation, the fact that racing speed and ability are not synonymous, 
and the possibility for the existence of some kind of performance physiological limit (Langlois, 
1980 ; James, 1990 ; Cunningham, 1991). 
The goal of the present study was to estimate genetic trend for time in Thoroughbred of the 
classical brazilian calendar race. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The information in this study was provided by the Brazilian Association of Racehorse Breeders 
(ABCCC), which can be found in the files of the CD-Rom written by the Brazilian studbook in 
1999. 
5,008 finishing timing records relating to 2,545 winning horses that took part for 25 years in 
the classical calendar on Brazilian hippodrome of Cidade Jardim (São Paulo State), Gávea (Rio 
de Janeiro), Tarumã (Paraná), and Cristal (Rio Grande do Sul) [1974 to 1998] were consulted 
and 9,949 horses was the total number of animals involved in relationship. 
The variance components necessary to obtain their genetic parameters were estimated by the 
Multiple Trait Derivate Free Restricted Maximum Likelihood) (MTDFREML) on animal 
model according to the MTDFREML program, described by Boldman et al. (1993). The linear 
model used for data description encompassed set fixed effects of contemporary group (391 
groups), sex and age combination (16 classes), besides the co-variable distance (700 m to 3400 
m) and permanent environmental and animal (2,545 horses) random effects. 
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Horses whose performances were registered in the same year (1974 to 1998), hippodrome 
(Cidade Jardim, Gávea, Tarumã, and Cristal), and track condition (light sand, soft sand, heavy 
sand, drenched sand, light turf, soft turf, heavy turf, and drenched turf) were placed under the 
same contemporary group, which contained a minimum of 5 animals. 
The going of a race refers to animals that can take part in a particular race, which requires a 
combination between sex (male, female, or castrated) and age (2 over 4 years old).  
On basis of the predicted  breeding value was calculate the genetic trend for time, as a linear 
regression of genetic values in the year of the animal’s birth. This tendency was also calculated 
on basis of the animals´ mean genetic value in each year. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Genetics trends for race time calculated from regressions of breeding values in the year of the 
animal's birth and of mean breeding values in each year in the year of the horse's birth (Figure 
1) were -0.0045 s e –0.0039 s per year. This values are less than the reported by Wilson et 
al.(1998) in American Quarter Horses (-0.0088 s and –0.0090 s, respectively for distances of 
320 m and 360 m) and Oki et al. (1995) in Japanese Thoroughbred ( -0.0170 and -0.0084 s, 
respectively for performances on turf and sand tracks). The estimates for genetic, permanent 
environmental and phenotypic variances and heritability  were 0.29167, 0.161587, 3.48678 and 
0.08. The phenotypic standard deviation for time in races was 1.86729 seconds. 
The estimates found in the present study show that genetic change rate for time in winning 
Thoroughbred in Brazil is little and, maybe, could be accelerated if animal selection 
considered, effectively, the trait time.  Actually, what seems to occur in the national population 
is the fact that selection is not carried out directly for time, but for success in races (especially 
monetary) and these factors are not always closely associated (Bormann, 1996). Therefore, it is 
natural that indirect selection with a character of low heritability, such as time (0.10-0.15), 
gives fairly low improvement rates (Langlois, 1980). 
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                                            Figure 1. Genetic trend for racing time 
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CONCLUSION 
If the national Thoroughbred breeding aims improve racing time, this trait must be selected 
directly, and not indirectly, which has been happening. Moreover, it would be fundamental in 
order to obtain high genetic gains for racing performance, that selection schemes in Brazil be 
based on the animals breeding values and not on subjective syntheses of the available 
information, as it occurs. 
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